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Proposal in 
summary 
During engagement with scheme 
customers, Sunwater outlined proposed 
operating costs and renewals expenditure 
required to deliver irrigation services over 
the next price path period; required 
revenue and price calculations; as well as 
two potential cost recovery changes with 
implications for customer prices.  

Stage three engagement 
update 
Sunwater notes that final prices presented 
in Stage 3 included indicative Part E (fixed 
electricity charges) and Part F 
(consumption-based electricity charges) 
alongside Part A / C and Part B / D charges. 
In some instances, presenting this material 
to customers led to concerns that adopting 
a pass-through would not be in their best 
interests, contrary to their earlier feedback.  

Consistent with our position throughout 
our engagement with customers, Sunwater 
does not wish to pursue an electricity cost 
pass-through mechanism in the absence 
of customer support. 

As a result of our Stage 3 engagement 
activities customers in with Upper 
Condamine, indicated (refer Appendix) 
they no longer support the ECPT proposal.  

Balancing what we heard from customers 
with the benefits and risks of these 
changes we propose to:  

1. recover renewals expenditure via a 
regulated asset base (RAB) 
methodology 

2. refresh our Service and Performance 
Plans (S&PPs) 

3. rescind our proposal to introduce an 
electricity cost pass-through 
mechanism. 

Further information relating to 
engagement outcomes is provided in the 
following section.  

Proposed prices by tariff 
group  
The prevailing price for 2024-25 is shown 
for comparison purposes with forecast  

prices for the review period. All discounts 
have been removed for ease of 
comparison. The green bars within the 
below chart reflect recommended irrigation 
prices for the price path period. Values 
shown at the top of the chart reflect cost-
reflective prices for the charge. The grey 
bar element reflects the component of 
cost-reflective prices that Sunwater 
recovers via a community service 
obligation payment from the Queensland 
Government.  

Prices reflect a RAB methodology and an 
electricity cost pass-through mechanism.  
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Other feedback 

Central Downs Irrigators Ltd wrote on 
behalf of its members, expressing views / 
requesting clarification on aspects of the 
GoVote platform, RAB proposal, proposed 
increases in costs and annuity balances.  

A copy of their correspondence and 
Sunwater's response is appended to this 
document.  

Proposal to change the method 
of renewal cost recovery 

This proposal was put forward as a change 
to all water supply schemes. Considering 
feedback from all sources (including the 
GoVote results shown on Figure 2, Figure 
3 and Figure 4), and the benefits to be 
gained, Sunwater has included a shift to a 
RAB-based recovery of renewals 
expenditure as part of its submission.   

Our full reasoning for adopting a RAB-
based renewals recovery proposal is 
outlined in Sunwater’s pricing submission.  

Proposal to refresh Service and 
Performance plans  

This proposal was put forward as a change 
to all water supply schemes. Considering 
feedback from all sources, and the benefits 
to be gained, Sunwater proposes to adopt 
the refreshed S&PP format and process.  

Our full reasoning is outlined in Sunwater’s 
pricing submission.  

Figure 5 reproduces the overall responses 
we received during our GoVote process.  

Proposal to recover electricity 
costs via a pass-through 

This was the only proposal Sunwater 
committed to evaluating and adopting on a 
scheme-by-scheme basis.  

Upper Condamine North Branch customers 
were able to provide feedback on the 
electricity cost pass-through mechanism 
proposal. Two “strongly agree” responses 
were received – accounting for ten per 
cent of eligible North Branch customers.  

Following feedback during Stage 3 
engagement, Sunwater does not propose 
to adopt an ECPT mechanism for the North 
Branch and North Branch Risk A tariff 
groups. 

Service standards 

The current service standards that apply 
for the Upper Condamine scheme were 
included as part of our Stage 2 
engagement and are reproduced in Table 
3. These are the customer service 
standards that drive the work we do and 
influence operations, maintenance, and 
renewals expenditure in this scheme.  
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Appendix - Correspondence 



 
 

 
  

 

17th August 2023 

Via email: to pricepath@sunwater.com.au 

  

Re: Feedback on the Sunwater Irrigation Price Path Proposals: Upper Condamine Water Supply 

Scheme 

Dear SunWater, 

Central Downs Irrigators represents the interests of irrigators in the Upper Condamine irrigation 

scheme.  Our members make up the large majority of water used in the system.  

Our representatives have attended the consultation sessions held recently on the proposed price 

path for the Upper Condamine and provided feedback at those meetings, but this letter provides a 

written record of our thoughts on the proposal.  Below is a list of issues we see in the proposal.  

1. Go Vote 

We were quite disappointed in the Go Vote process.  Whilst it provided a quite quick method of 
registering interest in a particular proposal it locked us into a yes/no situation.  For example, 
whilst we agree with updating the Service and Performance Plans (SPP’s) to make them more 
relevant, we don’t agree with removing the Financial Summary section of the document.  This is 
the only place we get to see the operating balance of the Scheme (profit/loss). We realise this 
can cause SunWater some angst when they are seen to be profit taking (as they have been in the 
Upper Condamine for the past 10 years plus) but it needs to be disclosed.  

  

2. RAB vs Annuity 

The RAB approach seems to be a good way of managing large capital expenditure and recovery 

of the associated costs.  However, if this system provides SunWater with a way to get a market 

based return on the assets at our expense it should not be implemented.  A return on asset has 

not been disclosed by SunWater at this time. 

Given the past performance of SunWater in predicting and managing the Annuity balance (see 

below) the RAB approach couldn’t be any worse than the current one.  

  

 



 
 

 
  

 

3. Proposed increases in costs 

Throughout the Irrigation Price Path proposal document SunWater points to increased inflation 

as an excuse for increasing proposed prices.  Inflation tops out at 6.8% in the document. 

However, the proposed prices, for example, in the Upper Condamine Medium Priority Part A is a 

45% increase in one year from 2024-25 to 2025-26 (page 13).  Whilst this is smoothed under 

Government policy it is still completely unacceptable.  We have finally received a cut to our Part 

A charge to move back to Lower Bound Cost Recovery and this feels like SunWater blatantly 

trying to claw that back as soon as possible.  Under the proposed price path almost all the gains 

in Part A charges are lost in the coming price path and end in an almost doubling of prices in the 

5 year period from 2022-23 to 2028-29. 

The use of existing prices to compare coming prices is misleading to say the least.  ‘Part A-MP 

prices are forecast to decrease at an annual rate of 8.5% from 2022-23 to 2028-29’ is true, but 

not a reflection of SunWater management or prudency, but the result of a Government policy 

change.  The section should start in 2023-24 to provide a more relevant analysis.  

No details whatsoever have been provided to Upper Condamine irrigators to justify these huge 

increases in costs.  Details were requested but ‘couldn’t be provided in time for the consultation 

process’. If details couldn’t be provided, how were the prices developed in the first place?  

Again, it feels like a cash grab from SunWater to recoup income removed by fair allocation of 

Part A charges. 

Mention was made on at least two occasions that SunWater has faced significant cost increases 

from projects such as Rockwood Weir and Paradise Dam.  How is it the responsibility of Upper 

Condamine irrigators to carry that cost burden?  This is another example of the overcharged fees 

in our system draining into a black hole in SunWater’s head office.  

  

4. Annuity balance 

The reporting of the annuity spend and balance in the Service and Performance Plans is 

questionable to say the least.  For example, the 2021-22 report states on Page 13 that the actual 

SunWater closing balance for 2019-20 is $627,800.  The 2022-23 report states that the 2019-20 

actual closing balance is -$73,500.  This is a $701,300 difference in reports that are supposed to 

be ‘actual’ from one year to the next.   

The 2021-22 report forecast a closing balance of $2,558,100 but the 2022-23 report changes 

that to -$2,136,000.  This equates to a $4.7m turnaround in the balance of our scheme in one 

year.  Looking over some of the annuity expenditure it is clear we have often been under budget, 

but the balance has dropped significantly.  
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Contact: Keelie O’Sullivan 
Direct line:  
 
3 November 2023 

 
  

  
 
Dear  
 
Thank you for your letter dated 23 August 2023 on behalf of Central Downs Irrigators. We appreciate that 
you have taken the time to consider Sunwater’s three proposals and provide feedback on the GoVote 
process and on draft prices for the price path period of 1 July 2025 to 30 June 2029. Noting our earlier email 
response on 23 August 2023, acknowledging receipt and addressing your feedback, please consider this 
letter as our formal response. 

We welcome all customer feedback as we develop our final pricing proposal for lodgement with the 
Queensland Competition Authority (QCA) later this year. Acknowledging our previous email correspondence 
where we addressed your views on the GoVote process, I will reiterate the intent of GoVote was to gauge 
customer support and assist Sunwater to determine whether to include the three proposals in our price path 
submission to the QCA. Our decision-making process has involved balancing the results of this survey with 
specific written and verbal feedback, as well as the benefits and risks that have been determined for each 
proposal.  

Our face-to-face session for Upper Condamine Water Supply Scheme is scheduled for 2:15pm on 
Wednesday, 8 November, at the Brookstead Community Hall. We will also host an online session on 
Thursday, 23 November, and will communicate those details shortly. Contained herein is Sunwater’s formal 
response to your letter.  

Service and Performance Plans  

You have specifically provided feedback about our proposal to refresh Service and Performance Plans 
(S&PPs) and expressed opposition to removing the Financial Summary section. We found that the vast 
majority of customers who attended our Stage 2 engagement sessions do not read these documents and 
coupled with feedback from our regional operations teams, we see there is a necessity to make these 
documents more relevant, timely and easier to interpret. 

We consider that we are best placed to refresh this section by reporting on how Sunwater has performed 
against QCA cost targets and service targets and outlining activities and projects we expect to deliver across 
the current and subsequent financial years. We find that this section, in its current format, bears no 
relevance to future prices. The administration involved also delays publication to the extent that by the time 
we are able to engage with customers on the matter, the information is no longer current. We are aiming to 
publish a refreshed S&PP this calendar year. We would be grateful for your continued interest in the 
document and would like to continue this conversation.  

RAB proposal 

The presentation for Upper Condamine (Irrigation Price Path - Presentations - Sunwater, under Stage 2) sets 
out how we calculate revenue under this methodology. This includes a borrowing cost building block and a 
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depreciation building block. The presentation also states that this change will continue to be a lower-bound 
pricing methodology.  

We will not earn a return on the value of pre-2000 assets and the Government will continue to fund the 
irrigation share of Dam Improvement Program capital costs. 

Proposed cost increases 

The explanation for price increases was set out in the Upper Condamine presentation pack during our Stage 
2 engagement program.. Prices in the Upper Condamine scheme are increasing on the back of increases to 
our operating expenditure. We shared high level factors causing these to rise. Our Stage 3 engagement 
material will include specific detail on those costs that will put upward pressure on prices, for example: 

• Forecast premium increases mean that insurance costs will account for a more significant portion of 
total opex for Upper Condamine over the price path period. 

• Our base year opex is 22 per cent higher than the QCA thought it would be in 2022-23. 

• We expect to have spent $5.6M in renewals against a QCA forecast of $2.2M. This is largely driven by 
spend in FY24 and FY25 and includes dual purpose meter validation and upgrades, Leslie Dam 
Comprehensive Risk Assessment study costs and a switchboard replacement at the Yarramalong Pump 
station.  

• Our forecast for the next four-year price path is an average renewals spend of $1.25M, which is 
considerably higher than the average ($0.36M) built into current prices via the annuity. 

As mentioned in our previous correspondence, the Queensland Government’s decision to remove above 
lower-bound pricing has no link to Sunwater’s proposed costs and the cost-reflective prices that we have 
presented in the Stage 2 material.  

Government policy is the reason we previously charged above lower-bound, and that does not equate to 
profit for Sunwater. That extra revenue allows us to fund the capital cost associated with the original assets. 
There is no link between Sunwater’s revenue under this policy and our forecast of prudent and efficient 
costs going forward. 

We understand your point about the comparison of prices including 2022/23 for tariff groups where prices 
were not reflective of lower-bound costs. A revised 2023-24 to 2028-29 calculation is as follows: 

Table 1 Compound annual growth rate for Part A charges 

Tariff Group Stage 2 presentation 

(2022-23 to 2028-29) 

Amended value 

(2023-24 to 2028-29) 

Sandy Creek or Condamine River -4.0% +10.0% 

North Branch -8.5% +10.9% 

North Branch – Risk A +11.2% No amendment required 








